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Abstract. Exceptional Belyi covering is a connected Belyi covering uniquely deter-
mined by its ramification scheme or the respective dessin d’enfant. We focus on rational
exceptional Belyi coverings of compact Riemann surfaces of genus 0. Well known exam-
ples are cyclic, dihedral, and Chebyshev coverings. Using Maple, we identified all rational
exceptional Belyi coverings up to degree 15. Their Belyi functions were calculated for
degrees up to 6 along with some for degree 7. We also found new infinite series.
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1. Introduction

A Belyi covering is a ramified covering of the Riemann sphere with ramification points
belonging to the set t0, 1, 8u . The notion dessin d’enfant which is a French synonym for
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2 CEMILE KURKOGLU

“child-drawing” to study Belyi coverings. The following example from [SS03] is a dessin
d’enfant and gives us an idea about why this name is indeed chosen:

1.1. Overview. In Chapter 2, we start with some preliminaries about ramified coverings
and then give the definition of Belyi coverings. We give examples of Shabat polynomi-
als [Sha94]. We also state the famous Belyi’s Theorem saying that there exists a Belyi
function on a compact surface that can be defined over a number field as an algebraic
curve [Bel80]. Later, we introduce dessin d’enfants as some connected bipartite maps.
They have a topological structure too as mentioned in [GáD11] and [SS03]. The theory
of dessins was first introduced by Grothendieck [Gro03]. Dessins and Belyi coverings are
in one-to-one correspondence [Zvo]. We also mention the action of the absolute Galois
group on dessins as in [LZ04], [GáD11] annd [CG94]. We conclude this chapter by giving
examples from [SV90], [BZ96] and [Zvo].

Next we deal with how to count these coverings in Chapter 3. We define the Eisenstein
number of a covering [LS04]. Dessin of a polynomial covering is a bicolored plane tree.
They were first studied by G. Shabat [Sha94]. Counting these trees is a combinatorial
problem solved by Tutte [Tut64]. We then give a formula for counting coverings with
given ramification schemes. This formula includes both Eisentein number and irreducible
characters of symmetric groups [KK98]. Preliminaries from representation theory can be
found in [Kür15].

In Chapter 4; we focus on Belyi coverings that are uniquely determined by either ramifica-
tion schemes or by respective dessin d’enfants. We call them exceptional Belyi coverings.
We characterize them with their ramification indices in fibers 0,1, and 8. We give the
well-known examples that are cyclic, dihedral and Chebyshev coverings. Cyclic coverings,
dihedral coverings and the coverings of regular polyhedra ([CG94], [MZ00]) are known
as Klein’s coverings. We found a number of rational exceptional coverings which include
Klein’s coverings and Chebyshev polynomials. We also found new infinite series. We give
a classification of exceptional polynomial coverings by Adrianov ([Adr09]). Then we state
the formula to count the exceptional Belyi coverings. Lastly, we talk about the field of
definition, which is the smallest field in which both the Riemann surface, or equivalently
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the corresponding algebraic curve, and the coefficients of the covering are defined. We
state the field of definition of a rational exceptional Belyi covering with the help of theo-
rems in [Ser73] and [Ser97]. We conclude with our Maple algorithm finding all coverings
with a given genus and degree. A table of all rational exceptional Belyi coverings up to
degree 6 with ramification schemes, Belyi functions and dessins d’enfants and some of the
ones that are of degree 7 is given.

2. Belyi coverings

2.1. Preliminaries. Let X and Y be two manifolds.

Definition 2.1.1. A continuous map p : Y Ñ X is said to be a covering of X if for every
x P X , there exists an open neighborhood U of x such that p´1pUq is the disjoint union
of open sets tViuiPR, where p|V i is a homeomorphism.

Remark 2.1.2. Ramified coverings from one Riemann surface to another take the form
of holomorphic maps that locally look like xk .

Definition 2.1.3. A map p : Y Ñ X is said to be a ramified covering of X if there exist
finite subsets S Ă Y , T Ă X such that p|Y zS : Y zS Ñ XzT is a covering of XzT .

Let P1 denote the Riemann sphere and let S be a compact Riemann surface.

Proposition 2.1.4. A non-constant meromorphic function f : S Ñ P1 is a ramified
covering of P1.

Now let f : S Ñ P1 be a covering of the Riemann sphere ramified at k points s1, . . . , sk with
degree n . The fundamental group is xγ1, γ2, . . . , γk | γ1γ2 . . . γk “ idy and the monodromy
group, as a subgroup of Sn is xg1, g2, . . . , gk| g1g2 . . . gk “ idy . For each fiber f´1 psiq, let
the cycle structure of gi be denoted by λi . λi ’s are the ramification indices and the
expression rλ1s rλ2s . . . rλks is called the ramification scheme of the covering.

2.2. Belyi coverings and Belyi theorem.

Definition 2.2.1. Let Sg be a compact Riemann surface with genus g . A Belyi covering
β : Sg Ñ P1 is a ramified covering of P1 with ramification points in t0, 1, 8u .

Definition 2.2.2. Let β : Sg Ñ P1 be a Belyi covering.

‚ If g “ 0, β is called a rational Belyi covering.
‚ If g “ 1, β is called an elliptic Belyi covering.
‚ If g ą 1, β is called a hyperbolic Belyi covering.

Definition 2.2.3. We will call β a Belyi function when the genus g “ 0 and in other
cases, we will not only express β, instead we will write pSg, βq and call it a Belyi pair.

Example 2.2.4. The following are some examples of Belyi functions:
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‚ Let S “ P1.

β : z ÞÑ zn

‚ If S “ P1, then consider the Belyi polynomial

βm,n “ z ÞÑ
1

µ
zmp1 ´ zq

n

where µ “ mmnn

pm`nqm`n .

‚ The n-th Chebyshev polynomial Tnpzq “ cosnparccos zq

Remark 2.2.5. The polynomials above are ramified at 8 . They are Shabat polynomials
as they are in general polynomials with at most two critical values.

Theorem 2.2.6. (Belyi) Let S be a compact Riemann surface. The following statements
are equivalent:
(a) S is defined over Q.
(b) S admits a meromorphic function f : S Ñ P1 with at most three ramification points.

Proof. The proof can be found in [Kür15] which is based on the ideas in [GáD11] and
[Köc04]. □

2.3. Dessins d’enfants and Belyi coverings.

Definition 2.3.1. A dessin d’enfant, or simply a dessin, is a pair pX,Dq where X is an
oriented compact topological surface, and D Ă X is a finite graph such that:
(i) D is connected.
(ii) D is bicoloured.
(iii) XzD is the union of finitely many topological discs, which we call faces of D.

A dessin is a connected bipartite map with a topological structure. When the underlying
surface is clear, we simply express a dessin as D. The genus of pX,Dq is simply the genus
of the topological surface X.

Definition 2.3.2. We consider two dessins pX1,D1q and pX2,D2q equivalent when there
exists an orientation-preserving homeomorphism from X1 to X2 whose restriction to D1

induces an isomorphism between the coloured graphs D1 and D2.

Now suppose that the edges of the dessin are numbered from the set Ω “ t1, 2, 3, . . .u.
Each edge joins a black vertex to a white vertex, and incident with every black vertex,
we have some of these edges. Using the anticlockwise orientation of the surface, we get a
cyclic permutation of these edges. Thus if we have b black vertices, we have a permutation
σ0 that is a product of b disjoint cycles. Similarly, if we have w white vertices then we
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get a permutation σ1 consisting of w disjoint cycles. The permutation σ2 :“ pσ0σ1q
´1

describes the edges going around a face, each cycle of length u corresponds to a 2u-gonal
face.

Example 2.3.3. Let σ0 “ p1248qp365qp7q and σ1 “ p1qp23qp4567qp8q. So σ2 “ p18473qp25qp6q

and the corresponding diagram is the following:

Definition 2.3.4. xσ0, σ1y is called the permutation representation pair of the dessin.

Theorem 2.3.5. There is a 1-1 correspondence between the equivalence classes of dessins
and the equivalence classes of Belyi pairs.

Proof. It is proved using the concepts of graph theory and the Riemann Existence Theorem
as in [Kür15]. □

Proposition 2.3.6. The permutation representation pair of a dessin d’enfant and the
monodromy of the corresponding Belyi pair are determined by each other.

Remark 2.3.7. Let the monodromy group of a Belyi covering be

xg0, g1, g8 | g0, g1, g8 “ idy .

So the permutation representation pair for the corresponding dessin will be xg0, g1y and
g8 “ pg0g1q

´1. If the cycle structure of gi are λi, then the Belyi covering is determined
by its ramification scheme rλ8s rλ0s rλ1s.

Theorem 2.3.8. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the followings:

‚ dessins pD, Sgq

‚ Belyi coverings of β : Sg Ñ P1 with degree n
‚ the solutions of the monodromy group relation g0g1g8 “ id, where gi P Sn

2.4. The action of the absolute Galois group GalpQ̄{Qq.

Definition 2.4.1. The universal Galois group, or the absolute Galois group is the group
of automorphisms of algebraic numbers Q and denoted by Γ “ GalpQ{Qq ¨ Q is the fixed
field of Γ.
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Let k Ă Q be a number field. Every automorphism k may be extended to an automor-
phism of Q. Subgroups of Γ of finite index are in one-to-one correspondence with finite
extensions of Q inside Q.

Remark 2.4.2. All orbits of the action of Γ on dessins are finite.

Theorem 2.4.3. Let D be a dessin. The following properties of D remain invariant under
the action of Γ:

(1) the number of edges
(2) the number of white vertices, black vertices and faces
(3) the degree of the white vertices, black vertices and faces
(4) the genus
(5) the monodromy group
(6) the automorphism group

We conclude this section with the following theorem describing another facet of the action
of Γ :

Theorem 2.4.4. The restriction of the action of Γ to dessins of genus g is faithful for
every g.

2.5. Examples.

Example 2.5.1. In the figures below the Belyi functions and ramification schemes are
given with the corresponding dessins for star-trees and for Chebyshev polynomials.

Example 2.5.2. There are “conjugate” trees with a common ramification scheme: The
following trees have the ramification scheme r7sr3, 2, 2sr2, 2, 1, 1, 1s with the corresponding

polynomials P pxq “ x3 px2 ´ 2x ˘ aq
2
, where a “ 1

7
p34˘6

?
21q and they are both defined

over the field Qp
?
21q.
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Example 2.5.3. The following three dessins are defined over cubic fields, permutable by
Γ “ GalpQ{Qq. They lie in the decomposition of the polynomial

25x3
´ 12x2

´ 24x ´ 16 “ 25px ´ aq px ´ a`q px ´ a´q .

We agree that a P R, Im pa`q ą 0, Im pa´q ă 0.

Example 2.5.4. Now we will give an example of a rational Belyi covering which is not
a tree. Let the dessin be as follows

One of the poles is at the center of one of the faces and the other pole is at 8. We denote
the roots of the corresponding function with 1 and a. Now the Belyi covering will be of
the form

βpxq “ K
px ´ 1q3px ´ aq

x

with K “ ´ 1
64

and a “ 9. The roots of βpzq ´ 1 corresponding to white vertices are

3 ˘ 2
?
3.
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3. Counting coverings with a given ramification scheme

3.1. Tutte formula for counting polynomial coverings.

Definition 3.1.1. Let β be a Belyi covering of P1. The centralizer in Sn of the monodromy
group of β is called the automorphism group of β and denoted by Aut β.

Definition 3.1.2. Let S be a compact Riemann surface.
ř

β:SÑP1
1

Aut β
is called the

Eisenstein number of coverings of P1.

Tutte found the Eisenstein number of planar trees with n edges and given degrees d‚
i and

d˝
j of black and white vertices. Clearly,

ř

i d
‚
i “

ř

j d
˝
j “ n, the number of edges of T , or

what is the same, the degree of the respective covering. The degrees d‚ “ pd‚
1, d

‚
2, . . .q and

d˝ “ pd˝
1, d

˝
2, . . .q give two partitions of n. In practice it is more convenient to deal with

partitions q‚ “ pq‚
1, q

‚
2, . . .q and q˝ “ pq˝

1, q
˝
2, . . .q where q‚

i and q˝
i is the number of black

and white vertices of degree i. Observe that

n “
ÿ

i

iq‚
i “

ÿ

j

jq˝
j “

ÿ

i

q‚
i `

ÿ

j

q˝
j ´ 1

We’ll often use the last two sums and introduce for them special notations

σ‚
“

ÿ

i

q‚
i , σ˝

“
ÿ

j

q˝
j .

In this notations the (slightly modified) Tutte result may be stated as follows:

Theorem 3.1.3. (Tutte formula)

ÿ

T

1

|AutT |
“

1

σ‚σ˝

ˆ

σ‚

q‚

˙ ˆ

σ˝

q˝

˙

where the sum is extended over all planar trees T with given degrees d‚, d˝ of black and

white vertices. Parentheses in right hand side

ˆ

σ‚

q‚

˙

stand for multinomial coefficient
ˆ

q‚
1 ` q‚

2 ` . . . ` q‚
k

q‚
1, q

‚
2, . . . , q

‚
k

˙

.

3.2. Burnside Theorem. Topologically, coverings π : X Ñ Y of degree n unramified
outside k points yi P Y are classified by conjugacy classes of homomorphisms π1 Ñ Sn of
the fundamental group π1 “ π1 pY z ty1, y2, . . . , ykuq, which is known to be defined by the
unique relation

c1c2 . . . ck rf1, h1s rf2, h2s . . . rfg, hgs “ 1, fi, hi P Sn, ci P Ci

where g is the genus of Y and the brackets denote the commutator rf, hs “ fhf´1h´1.
Thus the coverings of Riemann sphere π : X Ñ P1 of given degree n and ramification
indices are parametrized by solutions of the equation
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c1c2 . . . ck “ 1, ci P Ci

up to conjugacy, where cycle lengths of the conjugacy class Ci Ă Sn are equal to ramifi-
cation indices of points in fibers π´1 pyiq.
The following theorem gives the number of solutions of the equation above for an arbitrary
group G in terms of irreducible characters:

Theorem 3.2.1. (Burnside)

(1) # tc1c2 . . . ck “ 1 | ci P Ciu “
|C1| |C2| . . . |Ck|

|G|

ÿ

χ

χ pc1qχ pc2q . . . χ pckq

pχp1qk´2q

3.3. Eisenstein number of coverings and characters of Sn.

Theorem 3.3.1. The formula for Eisenstein number of coverings π : X Ñ P1 with
prescribed ramification indices is as follows:

ÿ

π:XÑP1

1

|Aut π|
“

|C1| |C2| . . . |Ck|

pn!q2

ÿ

χ

χ pc1qχ pc2q . . . χ pckq

pχp1qk´2q

Proof. In view of (1) it is sufficient to show that

# tc1c2 . . . ck “ 1 | ci P Ci Ă Snu “
ÿ

π:XÑP1

n!

| Aut π |

A solution tc1, c2, . . . , cku of the equation above corresponds to a ramified covering π :
X Ñ P1 and

Aut π – C pc1, c2, . . . , ckq ,

where C pc1, c2, . . . ckq is the centralizer of the set tc1, c2, . . . , cku in Sn. Hence the number
of solutions conjugate to tc1, c2, . . . , cku is equal to

rSn : C pc1, c2, . . . , ckqs “
n!

| Aut π |

and the result follows. □

Now if we turn to Belyi coverings β with 3 respective conjugacy classes of monodromy
permutations for ramification points 0,1 and 8, the formula above will be as follows:

ÿ

β:SÑP1

1

|Aut β|
“

|C0| |C1| |C8|

pn!q2

ÿ

χ

χ pc1qχ pc2qχ pc3q

χp1q

More specifically, this formula for polynomial coverings of degree n with ramification
scheme n, d‚, d˝ will be:
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|Cn| |Cd‚ | |Cd˝ |

pn!q2

ÿ

χ

χpnqχ pd‚qχ pd˝q

χp1q

or equivalently,

1

z pd‚q z pd˝q

ÿ

0ďlďn

p´1q
ll!pn ´ l ´ 1q!χl pd‚

qχl pd˝
q ,

where z pd‚q is the order of centralizer of a permutation with cycle structure d‚.

4. Exceptional Belyi coverings

4.1. Rational exceptional Belyi coverings.

Definition 4.1.1. Let Sg be a compact Riemann surface with genus g and

β : Sg Ñ P1

be a Belyi covering. β is said to be an exceptional Belyi covering if it is uniquely de-
termined by its ramification scheme. When g “ 0 we call it rational exceptional Belyi
covering.

Remark 4.1.2. There exists unique dessin with given degrees of vertices which corre-
sponds to a rational exceptional Belyi covering.

There are some examples illustrating these exceptional coverings: Klein studied the first
three examples by classifying G Ă PGLp2,Cq as cyclic, dihedral, cubic etc. where G “

Aut pP1, βq in the natural projection P1 Ñ P1{G.

Example 4.1.3. (Cyclic Covering)(Infinite Series)
This is a rational covering

β : P1
Ñ P1

z ÞÑ zn

The covering is called as “cyclic” due to the fact that the group G “ Aut pP1, βq in the
natural projection P1 Ñ P1{G is cyclic.
The ramification scheme is of the form rnsrns r1, 1, . . . , 1s

looooomooooon

n times

.

Example 4.1.4. (Dihedral Covering)(Infinite Series)

β : z ÞÑ zn `
1

zn

The covering is called as “dihedral” due to the fact that the group G “ Aut pP1, βq in the
natural projection P1 Ñ P1{G is dihedral.
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The ramification scheme is rp, ps r2, 2, . . . , 2s
looooomooooon

n{2 times

r2, 2, . . . , 2s
looooomooooon

n{2 times

, where 2p “ n.

The dessins for the cyclic and dihedral coverings are below.

Example 4.1.5. In 3D space, a Platonic solid is a regular, convex polyhedron. The Belyi
functions for platonic solids were computed by Felix Klein as stated in [F.K07].

Example 4.1.6. (Chebyshev Covering)(Infinite Series)
The n-th Chebyshev polynomial can be expressed as Tnpcosxq “ cosnx. The ramification
scheme is
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#

rnsr1, 2, 2 . . . , 2sr1, 2, 2 . . . , 2s ;n is odd.

rnsr1, 1, 2, 2 . . . , 2sr2, 2, . . . , 2s ;n is even.

Example 4.1.7. We found a new “interpolating” series between Chebyshev and dihedral
covering.
The ramification scheme for this series is

#

rp, qsr2, 2 . . . , 2, 3sr1, 2, 2, . . . , 2s ; n “ p ` q is odd.

rp, qsr1, 2, 2 . . . , 2, 3sr2, 2 . . . , 2s ; n “ p ` q is even.

The respective Belyi function can be expressed as

fptq “ eqti
„

α ´ eti

1 ´ αeti

ȷp

` e´qti

„

α ´ e´ti

1 ´ αe´ti

ȷd

,

where α “
q`p
q´p

.

If p “ q, this turns out to be a dihedral covering and if q “ 0, then it will be a Chebyshev
covering.

We used Maple to calculate the respective Belyi function along with the real graph and
dessin when the degree is 9. The Belyi function for corresponding to the ramification
scheme r3, 6sr2, 2, 2, 3sr1, 2, 2, 2, 2s is

fptq “ e6ti
„

3 ´ eti

1 ´ 3eti

ȷ3

` e´6ti

„

3 ´ e´ti

1 ´ 3e´ti

ȷ3

This function has a pole at 5
3

˜

In general, the pole is at n2`d2

n2´d2

¸

.
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Example 4.1.8. There is also another new series we found which is of odd degree.
The ramification scheme is r1, p, psr2, 2, 2, . . . , 2

looooomooooon

p´1 times

, 3sr2, 2, . . . , 2, 3s.

Using Maple for degree 13, we have the very complicated Belyi function for the ramifica-
tion scheme r1, 6, 6sr2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3sr2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3s
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Example 4.1.9. There are more exceptional series for which we do not know the respec-
tive Belyi covering. For example, the covering with the ramification scheme

r2, p, psr3, 3, 2, , 2 . . . , 2sr2, 2, . . . , 2s .

is one of them.

4.2. Classification of rational exceptional polynomial coverings. Dessin d’enfants
corresponding to polynomial coverings are trees.

(1)

(2)

(3)
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(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
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4.3. Counting rational exceptional Belyi coverings. Recall the formulas from Chap-
ter 3:

(5.1)
ÿ

β:SÑP1

1

|Aut β|
“

|C0| |C1| |C8|

pn!q2

ÿ

χ: irreducible

χ pc1qχ pc2qχ pc3q

χp1q

where χ pciq are the irreducible characters of permutations ci in the ramification scheme
and |Ci| are the size of conjugacy classes with representatives ci. Also, we stated Tutte
formula for bicolored trees(corresponding to polynomial coverings):

ÿ

T

1

|AutT |
“

1

σ‚σ˝

ˆ

σ‚

q‚

˙ ˆ

σ˝

q˝

˙

where q‚
i , q

˝
i is the number of black and white vertices of degree i respectively and

σ‚ “
ř

i q
‚
i , σ

˝ “
ř

j q
˝
j .

The sums on the left-hand side in two formulas above simply reduces to the inverse of an
integer when the case is exceptional Belyi coverings: By definition, these Belyi coverings
are unique, so the Eisenstein number will be 1

|Autβ|
and 1

|AutT |
.

4.4. Fields of definition of exceptional Belyi coverings.

Definition 4.4.1. Let S be a compact Riemann surface and β : S Ñ P1 be a Belyi
covering. A field of definition of a Belyi pair pS, βq, or a dessin denfant, is a number field
K such that both the algebraic curve C (corresponding to S ) and the Belyi function β
can be defined with coefficients in K.

Remark 4.4.2. A dessin can have many fields of definition: If some K is a field of
definition, every field containing it is also a field of definition.

Theorem 4.4.3. The field of definition of an exceptional rational Belyi coverings is either
Q or a quadratic extension of Q .

4.5. Maple calculations for rational exceptional Belyi coverings. We developed
a Maple algorithm finding all exceptional Belyi coverings with a given genus and degree.
This allows us to classify them up to degree 15. This code could be found on the next
page. We were able to calculate the respective Belyi functions up to degree 6 completely
in addition to some of degree 7. The ramification schemes, Belyi functions and dessins
d’enfants can be seen in the table attached. More sample Maple codes based on “funda-
mental identities” to find Belyi functions can be found in [Kür15]. Some rational coverings
come from modular curves; e.g. R6.11 in the table. This is the only one we found whose
field of definition is different than Q; it is Qp

?
10q .
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